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Clerk Recommendations 
 

• That council review the areas below and determine which ones will be suggested to the 
Open Spaces Officer at Dacorum Borough Council (DBC). 

• That council agree for the DBC Officer to select the exact area once he has surveyed the 
location determined above. 

• That council raise any further areas/matters for consideration specific to this project. 
 

Suggested Areas 
 

Area Approx What3words 
location 

Notes 

Bunkers Play Park what3words /// money.hooked.tooth Area to be specified by DBC Officer 
Permission granted by landowner subject to clause in new 

lease. 

Opposite The Denes what3words /// 
assume.museum.zebra 

Area to be specified by DBC Officer 
Not the whole area but a section. 

Hill on Georgewood 
leading down to 

Barnacres 

what3words /// intent.stole.lakes  

Area 2 opposite Pond 
Road 

(Near the existing 
community noticeboard) 

what3words /// lift.moved.cloud Wait for BAM/hole works to be completed. 

Small section at The 
Denes near to the 

seating area. 

what3words /// quiz.neon.truth Area to be specified by DBC Officer 
Not the whole section. Wait for designs to arrive. 

 

Background 
 
Council resolved (November 2021) that they wished to support the DBC Bio-Diversity Initiative by 
‘re-wilding’ some areas within the parish as a commitment to promoting biodiversity and 
environmental measures within the parish. The areas would be left ‘un-cut’ for up to a year to 
enable an assessment to be made as to the flora and fauna attracted by utilising this method. After 
this period the DBC Officer would then advise council which of these areas could be suitable for 
further enhancement with seeding or plug plants. DBC will provide signage. Cllrs were tasked to 
make suggestions for areas that council could then deliberate in the December meeting. 
 

Statutory Requirements 
 
As a DBC led initiative, NMPC have no statutory obligations. There should be some consideration 
of any budget implications for future years should NMPC decide to use seeding/plug plants and 
grant funding not be available.  
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